Tools to improve software quality by monitoring and visualizing the execution

The Kai code execution profiler to visualize call graph

The Hapao test coverage tool to visualize the coverage of unit tests
ObjectProfile.com, think tank of software profiling. Based in Santiago, Chile

3 open source products:

- **Hapao** answers the question: *How to efficiently increase the test coverage of my applications?*

- **Kai** answers the question: *Where should I insert a memoization cache to reduce execution time?*

- **R** answers the question: *How can I efficiently visualize and interact my objects?*
ObjectProfile’s products use

- **Versionner**: to manage the software versions
- **MethodWrapper**: to capture runtime execution
- **Spy**: a profiling framework
- **Morphic**: used by Roassal to render

Future release will be based on:

- **Athens**: vectorial rendering

Object Profile is hiring!